Silvandersson Sweden AB celebrates its 25th anniversary in the
business 2007. The company is now market leader in non-toxic
and ecological insect control.
A high rate of innovation, competence, product quality, secure
deliveries and responsiveness to the needs and desires of the clients
are the main contributory factors to the market leadership.
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Places glue exactly
where you want to

From one pro to another

Previously it has not been possible to produce glue
boards with the glued areas in different shapes
and forms and neither was it possible to place the
glue wherever one desired. With the new CoreDot™
Application Technology there are no restrictions!
The technology has been developed to meet the high
demands of the professional pest control business.
Demands such as high quality and efficiency are at
the top of the list, but also the demands for flexible
and ease-of-use products have been the guiding
principles for the development. This is why we are
very proud to introduce the CoreDot™ Application
Technology.

CoreDot™ places glue exactly where you want to

CoreDot™ – right on the spot

The CoreDot™ Application Technology is a high precision technology to apply the glue to the boards
exactly where you want it – and only there. This
enables many advantages.
High precision
Produces sharply defined glue edges with the gluefree as well as the glued surfaces exactly where you
want them.

High precision

High flexibility

Great freedom of choice
CoreDot™ right on the spot

High flexibility
The glue boards may be customised and made
exactly to your specifications and desires.
Great freedom of choice
CoreDot™ makes it possible to choose exactly the
shapes and forms you desire for the glued areas,
based on your product specifications, designs and
functions.

Excellent innovation; perfect application

Customised
according to
choice of e.g.
Activator.
Customised
according to
factors such
as insect type,
temperature,
humidity, durability,
UV-exposure etc.

Customised
according to
factors such as
temperature,
humidity, rigidity,
durability,
storage etc.

Glue board in cross-section

To apply the glue in exactly the right places does
not of course solve all problems. The glue boards
must also be designed to meet all requirements and
needs. The glue boards must be easy to handle, the
glue should not dry out. They must resist heat and
UV-light, and be efficient. That’s why the Silvalure®
System Glue Board is built up like a sandwich, with
three well-defined layers (see image) for maximum
effect.
We at Silvandersson customise all the glue boards
according to the needs of our clients. Our work is
being made according to a model that we call
Demand Network System – a network of specialists
of various disciplines who work together to develop
effective products. The demands of our clients guide
the development, for the benefit of our clients and
their customers. Our innovations can give them perfect solutions.

